We investigate the structure and mechanical properties of pressure-induced ͑PI͒ amorphous silicon ͑a-Si͒ and compare this to the more extensively characterized case of a-Si created by ion implantation. To study the effect of thermal history we also examine the structure of both PI and ion-implanted a-Si after a lowtemperature "relaxation" anneal ͑450°C͒. Indentation testing suggests that structural changes are induced by thermal annealing. As-prepared forms of a-Si deform via plastic flow, while relaxed forms of a-Si transform to high-pressure crystalline phases. These structural changes are confirmed by more explicit measurements. Raman microspectroscopy shows that the short-range order as expressed by the average bond-angle distortion of the as-prepared amorphous phases is the same and reduced by the same amount following the lowtemperature anneal. Fluctuation electron microscopy demonstrates that the as-prepared PI a-Si displays a much lower variance of the diffracted intensity, a feature directly correlated with the medium-range order, than the as-prepared ion-implanted a-Si. However, relaxation brings this variance of the two networks to the same intermediate level. The mechanical tests and structural probes indicate that annealing the amorphous silicon network can bring it to a common state with the same structure and properties regardless of the initial state. This final state might be the closest attainable to the continuous random network model.
I. INTRODUCTION
The high-pressure behavior of a range of semiconductors has been extensively studied over the past 30 years and continues to be of wide interest. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] It is well known that crystalline silicon ͑c-Si͒ undergoes a series of pressure-induced phase transformations. Both high-pressure diamondanvil 1, 3, 4, 7 and indentation experiments 5, [8] [9] [10] [11] have shown that the crystalline diamond-cubic Si-I phase transforms during loading at a pressure of ϳ11 GPa to the metallic ␤-Sn ͑Si-II͒ phase of Si, which is accompanied by a 22% increase in density. As Si-II is unstable at pressures below ϳ10 GPa, 3, 4 the material undergoes further transformation on pressure release. Diamond-anvil experiments have shown the formation of the metastable high-pressure crystalline phases Si-XII ͑r8͒ and Si-III ͑bc8͒ on pressure release. 4 For indentation experiments, the final structure of the transformed volume can differ quite substantially from diamond-anvil results and depends critically on the unloading conditions, with slow unloading leading to the formation of a mixture of the highpressure phases Si-XII and Si-III or a mixture of both these high-pressure phases and an amorphous silicon ͑a-Si͒ phase, but fast unloading leading to the sole formation of this a-Si phase. [10] [11] [12] This pressure-induced ͑PI͒ form of a-Si is very interesting in its own right. Since its formation appears to be unique to the indentation process with its highly variable stress field under the indenter, the characterization of its structure may provide further insights into the dynamics of the pressureinduced phase transformation behavior of c-Si. Also, the characterization of this different form of a-Si might aid in better understanding the structural differences in a-Si networks prepared by different methods. To date, few attempts have been made to characterize the structure of PI a-Si. One study 13 found that the average interatomic distance depends on the unloading rates used to create the PI a-Si. The interatomic distance was found to be shorter if the PI a-Si was created directly from Si-II than if it was created with slower unloading rates in conjunction with the high-pressure phases Si-III and Si-XII.
An interesting feature of amorphous networks in general is that many of their properties depend on the thermal history and/or the preparation conditions. For example, when subjected to annealing, ion-implanted a-Si undergoes "structural relaxation" or short-range ordering. 14, 15 This is the reduction in the number of coordination defects in the continuous random network ͑CRN͒ such that, for example, the average bond-angle distortion is decreased. Recently we have shown that these two states of a-Si, as-implanted and relaxed a-Si, show a very different behavior under indentation testing. 16 We found that the relaxed state undergoes a phase transformation to a metallic phase under loading and undergoes further phase transformations to the high-pressure phases Si-XII and Si-III under appropriate unloading conditions, whereas no evidence of phase transformation was found in the unrelaxed state of a-Si under low-load indentation. This different deformation behavior is also represented in the loaddisplacement curves, where the as-implanted case shows no discontinuity event upon unloading, while the relaxed case shows a clear "pop-out" event. Thus, indentation is a sensitive technique for probing the state of an amorphous network.
The aim of our current study was to investigate the structure and properties of PI a-Si. These investigations were carried out as a function of thermal history to examine whether PI a-Si undergoes structural relaxation similar to ionimplanted a-Si. Hence, the mechanical properties were characterized using nanoindentation. Raman microspectroscopy and cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy ͑XTEM͒ were used to probe for the formation of new pressure-induced phases from the mechanical tests. Raman microspectroscopy was also employed to characterize the short-range order ͑SRO͒ parameters of the amorphous networks, or ordering within the first-coordination shell and below 1 nm. Fluctuation electron microscopy ͑FEM͒ was used to examine structural order at longer length scales, in the realm of medium-range order ͑MRO͒, which can be defined as order on the scale of ϳ1 -3 nm. To provide a reference, we examined the more extensively studied material of a-Si created by ion implantation with the same techniques. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] II. EXPERIMENTAL PI a-Si was formed using an Ultra-micro indentation system 2000 ͑UMIS͒ with a spherical diamond indenter of ϳ18 m radius at room temperature and ambient pressure. Large arrays of 8 ϫ 8 indentations were performed on single crystal Cz Si͑100͒, p-doped with boron to a resistivity of 10-20 ⍀ cm. Loads of up to 700 mN were applied at an average loading rate of ϳ5 mN/ s and unloading was performed within less than 1 s. This resulted in a transformed zone of PI a-Si of ϳ9 m diameter and extending ϳ400 nm below the surface. The loading conditions used ensured that no cracking occurred and that the formation of a-Si was much more likely on unloading than the formation of Si-XII/Si-III. Raman microspectroscopy was used to confirm that no crystalline high-pressure phases were present within each residual indent, at least to the extent of the sensitivity of the Raman technique. For the FEM study, loads up to 750 mN were applied at a loading rate of 5 mN/s, and a fast unloading rate was employed with unloading occurring within 1 s. In this case, cracking was observed occasionally around the residual indent impressions.
For the ion-implanted a-Si samples, a continuous 2-m-thick surface amorphous layer was created by multiple implantations of Si ions at energies of 80 keV, 500 keV, 1 MeV, 1.5 MeV, and 2 MeV into single-crystal Si angled at 7°r elative to the incident beam. The implantation was performed at liquid-nitrogen temperature using the ANU 1.7 MV NEC tandem high-energy ion implanter. The fluence for each energy was 1 ϫ 10 15 cm −2 . Relaxation anneals were performed on half of both the as-indented PI a-Si samples and as-implanted ion-implanted a-Si samples. This furnace annealing was conducted at 450°C for 30 min in a nitrogen atmosphere.
Mechanical testing was conducted on the various a-Si forms using a Hysitron TriboIndenter with a diamond Berkovich indenter. Loads up to 5 mN were applied using a loading time of 30 s and an unloading time of 60 s. These indentation conditions resulted in a maximum penetration depth of ϳ130 nm and a "radius" of the residual indent of ϳ500 nm. Precise positioning achieved by scanning across the surface with the indentation tip ensured that the mechanical testing was performed in the center of the transformed zones. Thus, the reindentation process in the PI a-Si was not influenced by the surrounding c-Si as the entire process was completely surrounded by previously transformed material ͑ϳ4 m laterally and ϳ200 nm in depth͒. Henceforth the larger residual indents made by the UMIS will be referred to as microindents, while those made by the Hysitron TriboIndenter as nanoindents.
Raman microspectroscopy was conducted with a Renishaw 2000 Raman imaging microscope using the 632.8 nm excitation line of a helium-neon laser with an incident power of 2.10 mW focused to a spot of ϳ1.0 m radius. A good spectrum was usually obtained after only one accumulation of 30 s. Under these testing conditions repeated measurements in the same area confirmed that the a-Si was unaltered by the measurement.
Selected nanoindents in PI a-Si samples were prepared for XTEM using an FEI xT Nova NanoLab 200. Prior to loading the samples into the focused ion beam ͑FIB͒ system, an ϳ50 nm layer of gold was sputtered onto the surface to protect the top surface of the samples from any implantationinduced damage. In addition, an ϳ1 m platinum layer was deposited on top of the gold-coated surface using the FIB system to shield the sample from damage during the ionmilling process. A Philips CM 300 operating at an accelerating voltage of 300 kV was used for the conventional brightfield TEM imaging.
Plan-view specimens of all four types of a-Si were prepared for FEM. This was done by first-making specimens of 3 mm diameter from both ion-implanted a-Si and c-Si samples using a Gatan ultrasonic disk cutter 601. Indentation using the UMIS was then performed in the middle of the 3 mm diameter c-Si samples to make PI a-Si. Some of the ion-implanted a-Si disks and some of the c-Si disks containing PI a-Si were annealed to relax the amorphous network as described above. All samples were dimpled to a thickness of ϳ10 m using a Gatan dimple grinder 656 and then further thinned by wet etching to electron transparency using HNO 3 :HF:CH 3 COOH in a ratio of 5:1:1.
A Jeol JEM-4000EXII located at Argonne National Laboratory was used for the FEM study. The instrument was operated at 200 keV to avoid damage by the electron beam. The FEM consisted of the automated acquisition of a series of tilted dark-field images at different incident beam tilts. The hollow cone dark-field TEM technique that is more commonly employed for FEM is the incoherent azimuthal average of the tilted dark-field technique and probes essentially the same structural information. 20, 21 The images were filtered to remove distortions and noise and the normalized intensity variance was calculated. 20 This quantity is a function of the pair-pair correlation functions in the material 21 and hence is sensitive to both the degree and type of the MRO in the material. The size of the objective aperture dictates a sensitivity to MRO up to 1.2 nm in extent. We present the intensity variance as a function of the incident beam tilt projected onto the diffraction plane, k ͑nm −1 ͒. The size of the darkfield images was of 250ϫ 250 nm 2 . To avoid thickness effects, 20 only areas of a uniform thickness of ϳ50 nm were studied in all specimens. This thickness was estimated and controlled by measuring the normalized bright-field image intensity. 20 Approximately ten dark-field series were obtained from different areas of each specimen. The displayed FEM data are the average of ten measurements and the uncertainty is the standard error.
III. RESULTS

A. Raman microspectroscopy
Raman microspectroscopy is not only sensitive to different crystalline structures but also very sensitive to the SRO of an amorphous network. It has been shown that the characteristics of the broad transverse-optic ͑TO͒-like peak at approximately 480 cm −1 are correlated with SRO and thus the peak width ͑⌫ TO ͒ indicates whether the state of a-Si is relaxed or unrelaxed. 15, 17 Moreover, ⌫ TO has a simple empirical relation to the average bond-angle distortion ͑⌬͒ within the CRN, 15, 17, 22 with a lower peak width correlating to a lower ⌬.
The Raman spectra for as prepared and relaxed ion implanted and PI a-Si are shown in Fig. 1 . A spectrum for pristine c-Si is also shown for comparison. All the forms of amorphous silicon studied here have Raman features typical of a-Si, namely, the broad TO-like peak at approximately 480 cm −1 as marked in Fig. 1 . The Raman spectra of the as-indented PI a-Si and, less visible, of the relaxed PI possess additional peaks at 511 and 529 cm −1 , thought to originate from residual stresses in the underlying c-Si, a topic that will be explored in depth elsewhere. 23 To analyze the SRO, the TO-like peak half-width ͑⌫ TO / 2͒ was determined for each type of a-Si. ⌫ TO / 2 is used rather than ⌫ TO in order to compare our results with those from previous studies. 15, 17 The TO-like peak was fitted with a Gaussian using the package ORIGIN. 24 Care was taken to avoid effects caused by an overlap of the TO-like peak on the low wave-number side with other features in all cases of a-Si, and in the case of PI a-Si, interference with the additional Si-I peaks on the high wave-number side. ⌬ was calculated according to the empirical rule derived from model calculations by Beeman et al. 22 and is summarized together with ⌫ TO / 2 for each case in Table I . The error in ⌫ TO / 2 is caused by the intrinsic error of the Raman system plus uncertainties from the fitting procedure.
In the case of ion-implanted a-Si ⌫ TO / 2 was decreased by 18% after annealing, which is typical for the difference between as-implanted and relaxed implanted a-Si. 15, 17 In the case of PI a-Si, ⌫ TO / 2 also decreased by 15% after annealing. It appears that ⌬ is similar for the two as-prepared cases which might suggest a similar SRO. Furthermore, the ⌫ TO / 2 and ⌬ values of both relaxed ion-implanted and relaxed PI a-Si are the same within the error, suggesting that the SRO in the relaxed state of both forms of a-Si is the same.
B. Mechanical testing using nanoindentation
Examples of the load-displacement curves of nanoindents made in the middle of the large residual microindents are shown in Fig. 2 . The resulting shapes of the unloading curves differ significantly for nanoindents made in relaxed and asindented microindents. We note that the unloading rate used was slow enough to form crystalline high-pressure phases if Si-II was formed during loading. While the loaddisplacement curve of a nanoindent in the relaxed PI a-Si shows clearly a pop-out event, the one in as-indented PI a-Si does not display any such event. This pop-out event is a clear indication of a pressure-induced phase transformation and the formation of high-pressure phases on unloading, while the smooth unloading curve in the as-indented case suggests deformation via plastic flow. 16 Additionally, we note that the maximum and the residual penetration depths in the asindented case are approximately 10% less than in the relaxed case, which might indicate, somewhat surprisingly and contrary to ion-implanted a-Si, 18 ,19 a higher hardness of the asindented PI a-Si over relaxed PI a-Si.
Raman microspectroscopy was used to investigate the possible formation of pressure-induced phases during the mechanical tests, as shown in Fig. 3 . No difference in the Raman spectra were observed after reindentation of asindented PI a-Si. However, additional bands at 350 and 395 cm −1 appeared after reindentation of relaxed PI a-Si. Such bands can be attributed to the presence of Si-XII. 9, 11 The occurrence of phase transformations was further investigated by XTEM of residual nanoindents in as-indented and relaxed PI a-Si. The nonpyramidal shape of the residual nanoindents is due in some degree to the blunting of the Berkovich tip after scanning across the microindents prior to reindentation. Figure 4͑a͒ shows a bright-field image of a whole microindent of as-indented PI a-Si, while Fig. 4͑b͒ shows a closeup of the residual nanoindent. Consistent with the load-displacement curves and the Raman data there is no evidence of transformation. No crystalline phases are visible below the nanoindent, strongly suggesting deformation via plastic flow. However, the situation is different when looking at a residual nanoindent made in relaxed PI a-Si. The whole microindent is displayed in Fig. 5͑a͒ , while again a closeup of the nanoindent made in relaxed PI a-Si is shown in Fig.  5͑b͒ . As indicated by an arrow, small grains from crystallites are clearly seen, with a contrast that differs substantially from that of the amorphous phase. However, due to the very small size and random orientation of these crystallites it was not possible to obtain a good diffraction pattern. This was further complicated by the fact that the small crystallites appeared to anneal out under the electron beam. Nonetheless, the presence of crystalline material beneath the residual nanoindent is clearly confirmed and Raman microspectroscopy has indicated that the residual nanoindent contains the high-pressure phase Si-XII.
C. Fluctuation electron microscopy
FEM measures the variance in the diffracted intensity in contrast to the average in diffracted intensity that is measured by diffraction techniques. Measuring the second moment in the scattered intensity distribution gives FEM access to pair-pair atomic correlation functions and hence sensitivity to order beyond first-neighbor distances and in the realm of MRO. To date, for the case of amorphous semiconductors the magnitude of the variance has been correlated with the degree of MRO by interpreting a higher variance as indicative of a higher degree of MRO. [25] [26] [27] [28] This degree of MRO depends on a number of indistinguishable factors such as the number of regions of correlated structure, the size of these regions, and the relative order within such a region. Moreover, the positions of the peaks in the variance plot give some additional insight into the local bonding and the type of MRO within the regions of correlated structure. 20, 21 However, a unique determination of the atomic arrangements that give rise to the features in the variance plot is difficult and requires extensive atomic modeling. Nevertheless, relative differences between different a-Si samples can illuminate many details of the structure as we see below. Our averaged FEM data for the different forms of a-Si are shown in Fig. 6 . Individual plots were fitted by three Gaussians using the package ORIGIN. 24 The average peak positions quoted with standard error are summarized in Table II . In the case of ion-implanted a-Si, relaxation decreases the intensity variance and also results in a significant downshift in peak position. In contrast, as-indented PI a-Si has the lowest initial intensity variance. Relaxation increases this variance significantly, and a similar downshift in peak position is observed. It is significant that the MRO in the relaxed films ͑both PI and ion implanted͒ is essentially identical, with both networks displaying the same peak magnitudes and positions.
IV. DISCUSSION
Measurements on as-prepared ion-implanted and PI a-Si as well as on their relaxed forms show intriguing differences and similarities. For example, the as-prepared forms show markedly different MRO although some similarities are observed in their modes of mechanical deformation and SRO. In contrast, the relaxed states of both forms of a-Si exhibit remarkably similar properties.
Before considering the different amorphous networks in detail, let us comment on the role of hydrogen diffusion into a-Si during thermal annealing. After the thermal anneal at 450°C the concentration of hydrogen in relaxed ionimplanted a-Si ranges from around 7 ϫ 10 19 cm −3 on the top surface to around 1 ϫ 10 17 cm −3 at a depth of 400 nm as measured by secondary ion mass spectrometry ͑not shown here͒. The hydrogen concentration in as-implanted a-Si is below the sensitivity limit of the experimental setup but is presumed to be similar to the equilibrium concentration of hydrogen in c-Si ͑Ref. 29͒ of around 1 ϫ 10 12 cm −3 since no in-diffusion is expected to occur at room temperature. 30 The concentrations will be the same for relaxed and as-indented PI a-Si, respectively, as they are also created from c-Si and, in the case of relaxed PI a-Si, annealed in the same way. One might argue that this hydrogen in-diffusion might be responsible for the change in the amorphous network upon annealing rather than an intrinsic change to the structure. Indeed, a decrease in the variance intensity obtained from FEM has been reported for hydrogen diffusion into certain types of magnetron sputtered a-Si ͑Ref. 31 and references therein͒. These films, however, contained around 15% hydrogen before the in-diffusion, a concentration that is not only much higher than the observed concentration in our films but also even higher than the solubility limit of hydrogen in ionimplanted a-Si ͑3%-4%͒. 32 Additionally, no downshift in peak position was observed in this case, which suggests a different change to the amorphous network than caused by thermal annealing. Moreover, in a previous study it was observed that ͑hydrogenated͒ plasma-enhanced chemical-vapor deposition grown a-Si did not phase transform but always deformed via plastic flow. 33 Thus, hydrogenated amorphous networks seem to be structurally different from the relaxed a-Si networks studied here as both relaxed forms of a-Si clearly phase transform. Therefore, we believe that the diffusion of hydrogen during annealing does not play a significant role for the changes in the amorphous networks reported here. Let us now consider the as-prepared states in detail first. Indentation using the loading conditions studied here indicates that both as-prepared materials deform via plastic flow without any evidence of phase transformations; i.e., the deformation behavior is essentially the same in both forms of a-Si. This, however, is in marked contrast to the relaxed forms of a-Si, which transform to high-pressure crystalline phases on indentation. Interestingly, from the mechanical tests it seems that the two as-prepared samples differ in hardness, with the as-indented PI a-Si displaying a higher hardness than the as-implanted a-Si. However, we note, that hardness is not a true materials property but rather the "resistance" of the material to deformation by the indenter tip. Thus, the increased hardness of as-indented PI a-Si compared to ion-implanted a-Si might be a consequence of a higher mass density of PI a-Si which arises from the transformation of a high-density metallic form of silicon to much less dense a-Si during unloading.
In addition to similar deformation behavior, estimations of the average bond-angle distortion from Raman microspectroscopy indicate that the as-prepared a-Si types have a similar SRO. This result is also consistent with the similarity in peak positions in the FEM data which are evidence for similar average local bonding. In the case of as-implanted a-Si the observed higher average bond-angle distortion has been linked to the presence of point defects or point-defect complexes and a high dangling-bond density, 15 which leads to an imperfect CRN. Previously, we have discussed that this high defect or dangling-bond density may aid material flow by facilitating propagation of defects or dangling bonds. 34 Thus, the similar SRO and deformation behavior of as-indented PI a-Si could suggest similarly disordered material. However, the increased hardness value of as-indented PI a-Si over asimplanted a-Si might indicate more complex structural differences.
Intriguingly, the degree of MRO, as expressed by the variance differences in the FEM plot, differs markedly between the as-prepared films, with the as-indented PI a-Si displaying a much lower variance than the as-implanted a-Si case. These differences clearly reflect structural differences, which presumably arise from the dramatically different preparation method: one formed from ion disordering of crystalline Si and the other from the transformation of a metastable highpressure phase ͑Si-II͒. The nature of such structural differences is not easy to ascertain, as a result of the difficulty in interpreting differences in MRO data obtained from FEM. Even more difficult is to understand how such differences relate to structure. Since FEM data do not directly allow a unique model of the amorphous structure to be constructed, previous studies have inferred structural information from FEM data by comparing the measured variance with simulations from proposed models. For deposited a-Si, and also to some extent for ion-implanted a-Si, two distinct models have been proposed: a paracrystalline model 21, 26, 27, 35, 36 and a void model. 37, 38 However, both the paracrystalline and the void model were found to fit the data equally well, demonstrating the essential nonuniqueness of structural models obtained by a particular solution to the FEM data. Furthermore, the paracrystalline model for ion-implanted a-Si is somewhat controversial. 39 Thus, the precise nature of structural differences cannot be determined in detail from the experimental results presented here. Nonetheless, it is possible to gain some insight into possible structural differences by examining how FEM variance data arises and comparing FEM observations with other ͑known͒ properties of PI and ionimplanted a-Si. FEM measures the variance in the diffracted intensity, in our case the variance in the speckle pattern of the collected dark-field images. These speckles are thought to be caused by the diffraction contrast of small regions containing correlated atomic arrangements. Thus, a completely random alignment of atoms is expected to give rise to a dark-field image without significant "speckliness" ͑i.e., low variance͒. However, an example of the difficulties in interpreting the intensity variance from FEM has been demonstrated by the phenomenological modeling of Stratton and Voyles. 28 Their model shows that for sparsely distributed nanocrystallites in an amorphous matrix the magnitude of the intensity variance will increase with increasing number and size of the nanocrystallites. However, once a threshold in volume fraction is surpassed, increasing numbers of nanocrystallites will act to increase the homogeneity and so reduce the intensity variance. While this model has been developed for perfect nanocrystallites, one might expect similar principles to also hold true for other noncrystalline but correlated atomic arrangements. However, in the case of amorphous silicon, Stratton and Voyles 28 noted that the volume fraction of correlated regions seems to be sparse enough to allow the interpretation that a higher intensity variance implies increased spatial heterogeneity and thus a higher degree of MRO. Therefore, this interpretation will be employed throughout this article.
To gain further insights into the observed difference in intensity variance let us consider how the different formation processes of the different forms of a-Si studied here might contribute to the rise of speckles in a dark-field image. Ionimplanted a-Si and the disordering that leads to it arises from the sum of individual collision cascades caused by the implanted energetic Si ions, 40 a process which can clearly result in an inhomogeneous amorphous network. For example, within a collision cascade, the atomic motion can be considered as a displacement cascade or thermal spike. In the latter case local melting and quenching can occur on a time scale on the order of 10 −15 s. Both types of collision spike can lead to bonding defects and density variations across the cascade. Furthermore, the length scale of the damage surrounding such a Si-ion collision cascade is slightly larger or on the order of the length scale of the MRO ͑variance in the speckle pattern͒ probed for here ͑1.2 nm͒. Thus, FEM is very likely to be sensitive to the inhomogeneities in a-Si generated by collisional processes of ion implantation. Such inhomogeneities may consist, for example, of localized changes in mass density between the edges and the core of the cascades, "defectlike" differences or differences in residual strain. Defectlike differences could be differences in the ratio of so-called five-and seven-membered rings 41 within the amorphous network at different parts of the residual cascade volumes. These locally heterogeneous regions might have different atomic ͑bonding͒ arrangements and thus differences in local diffraction contrast might be expected to occur. These differences may appear as speckles on the dark-field image, yield-ing a larger intensity variance than a homogenous medium of the same average density. This situation, however, is very different to the case of as-indented PI a-Si. The clear differences observed in hardness, along with our preliminary mass-density measurements by electron-energy-loss spectroscopy ͑not shown here͒ suggest that as-indented PI a-Si has a higher ͑average͒ density than relaxed a-Si and even c-Si, while as-implanted a-Si ͑and also relaxed implanted a-Si͒ are slightly less dense than c-Si. 42 This lower mass density of as-implanted a-Si may facilitate local atomic structural differences in the as-implanted network compared with the denser network of the as-indented PI a-Si. Conversely, the denser amorphous network of the as-indented PI a-Si may constrain local structural differences giving rise to greater homogeneity, a reduced speckliness in the dark-field image and hence a measured low variance in the FEM data. For example, defectlike differences such as local changes in the ratio of five-and seven-membered rings may be small as a result of a higher average density and associated constraints on atomic arrangements. Moreover, the creation of PI a-Si by the simultaneous transformation of large volumes of material might also give rise to a greater homogeneity of the amorphous network. However, one has to be cautious when interpreting the network of the as-indented PI a-Si as homogeneous over the whole volume of the transformed zone since its properties have only been studied by the use of plan-view samples, which probe the top ͑near-surface͒ region of the PI amorphous zone. Thus, it could be quite possible that a difference in intensity variance ͑and other properties͒ would be observed between the top and bottom layers of the transformed zone.
Let us now turn our attention to both relaxed forms of a-Si. The mechanical tests of relaxed PI a-Si reveal the same deformation behavior as for relaxed ion-implanted a-Si. 16 Both relaxed cases clearly phase transform under pressure as confirmed by Raman microspectroscopy and by XTEM of residual nanoindents. Despite the similarity in mechanical deformation of both forms of a-Si after relaxation, it is interesting that PI a-Si decreases in hardness after annealing, whereas ion-implanted a-Si increases by a small amount on annealing. However, in the case of relaxed ion-implanted or PI a-Si, the hardness is defined by the onset of an a-Si to Si-II phase transformation, while in the case of the asprepared forms of a-Si it appears to be governed by their ability to flow plastically. This fact complicates the comparison of the hardness of a phase transforming and a nonphase transforming material considerably.
It is also interesting that the SRO and MRO of both relaxed amorphous silicon networks are identical within the sensitivity of our techniques. Raman microspectroscopy shows that annealing increases the SRO of PI a-Si similar to that for ion-implanted a-Si, 15, 17 resulting in the same reduction in the average bond-angle distortion. Additionally, both films exhibit the same average bond-angle distortion after the relaxation anneal. FEM reveals that both relaxed cases display not only the same intensity variance but also the same type of MRO, as evident from an identical and significant downshift in peak position, regardless of the as-prepared starting state. The reason that a significant intensity variance is observed for relaxed a-Si may relate to the facilitation of local five-and seven-membered ring ratio variations as a result of low density of the random atomic arrangement. This effect could give rise to an appreciable speckliness in the collected dark-field images. The lowering of the intensity variance upon annealing of the ion-implanted a-Si has been reported before, but the shift in the peak position has not. 27 Previously, this lower variance of annealed specimens has been attributed to the approach to a more ideal CRN for not only ion-implanted a-Si, 27 but also for amorphous germanium. 25 Thus, our observations not only suggest that relaxed PI a-Si is, within the sensitivity of our techniques, the same as relaxed ion-implanted a-Si, but also that this relaxed state of a-Si may be as close to the CRN model as is practically possible.
The structural relaxation or short range ordering of ionimplanted a-Si has been linked, from calorimetry measurements, to the annihilation of point defects and point-defect complexes. 15 While these defect concentrations lead to a distortion of bond angles and an accompanying strain field, their annihilation yields a more ideal CRN due to the reduction in the average bond-angle distortion. From our studies, relaxation of both PI and ion-implanted a-Si forms induces short range ordering by minimizing the average bond-angle distortion and presumably also by the annealing of "defects" within the amorphous network. In addition, relaxation also involves either a decrease or an increase in the intensity variance, depending on the starting structure of the amorphous network. We infer from hardness measurements that relaxation may also involve significant changes to the mass density, with the direction of change again depending on the starting state of the material. Such observations underscore the subtle structural differences between amorphous networks with exactly the same composition but different histories.
Finally, although this study has highlighted structural differences that are dependent on the starting form of a-Si and a tendency for relaxation to result in a single state indicative of an ideal CRN, clearly more detailed measurements are needed to fully understand the differences in the initial structures. We are currently undertaking precise measurements of the mass density, pair-distribution function using electron diffraction, and hardness of these same samples and anticipate that the results of these studies will contribute to the resolution of such issues. In terms of relaxation of different starting forms of a-Si, it will also be instructive to establish whether other forms of a-Si such as laser-quenched material or ultrahigh-vacuum deposited a-Si relax to a similar state with similar SRO and MRO.
V. CONCLUSION
The structure of as-indented and relaxed PI a-Si has been investigated in some detail and compared to as-implanted and relaxed ion-implanted a-Si. It has been shown that both as-prepared forms of a-Si deform via plastic flow under mechanical testing and share the same SRO. However, despite these similarities, the intensity variance displayed by the asimplanted a-Si and the as-indented PI a-Si forms differ markedly. This different variance reflects clear differences in preparation history: one formed by ion disordering of crystalline Si and the other from a transformation from a metallic high-pressure phase ͑Si-II͒.
Intriguingly, relaxation of both forms of a-Si appears to result in the same SRO with minimal average bond-angle distortion, the same MRO and indeed almost the same mechanical ͑transformation͒ behavior. This behavior indicates that thermal relaxation of impurity-free a-Si leads to the same amorphous state regardless of the preparation technique and starting structure. Furthermore, this suggests strongly that relaxed a-Si approaches a more equilibrium state of pure a-Si and might be the closest attainable state to the CRN model.
